This article addresses the issue of structural vs. parametric sensitivity analysis in three parts. The first part, intended for instructors, offers some conjectures about why structural sensitivity analysis is relatively neglected. It is intended to stimulate debate about the way sensitivity analysis is taught. The second gives an example from a real and interesting decision domain (drug legalization) in which structural uncertainty swamps parametric uncertainty.
Introduction
Most management scientists would agree that sensitivity analysis is an essential component of a thorough operations analysis and, hence, that it is an important topic for even an introductory course. However, it is not clear that typical courses always deal with sensitivity analysis in the best possible way. One specific concern is that parametric sensitivity analysis, for which one can teach specific methods, squeezes out structural sensitivity analysis, which has a substantial judgmental component. This article seeks to compensate for such a potential bias by describing a simple but interesting example that involves and contrasts parametric and structural sensitivity analysis. The results, which pertain to predicting how legalizing drugs would affect cocaine use in the US, bear directly on important policy questions.
This article is divided into three parts. Part I discusses further the distinction between parametric and structural sensitivity analysis, and offers conjectures for why typical management science classes might focus on the former at the expense of the latter. Part II is a "worked example" that performs sensitivity analysis on the question of how legalization would affect cocaine use. It can be distributed to students as an example that illustrates the importance of structural sensitivity analysis, used as a complement to methodologically-oriented articles in a seminar discussion, or used as an extended "answer key" to a case assignment. Part III offers one suggestion for how such a case assignment might be worded, both with and without supporting citations. Faculty giving the case as a simple homework assignment may want to focus student effort on the material in the case assignment; those giving the case as a term paper or larger assignment may want to encourage students to read some of the supporting evidence. Some associated homework exercises are given. The various parts of the article are independent and can be read in any order. 
Conjectures Concerning Why Structural Sensitivity Analysis Might Be Neglected
One useful definition of sensitivity analysis (SA) is analysis of how sensitive a study's conclusions are to its assumptions. In modeling studies, it is useful to distinguish between two categories of assumptions and, hence, two types of SA. Parametric sensitivity analysis explores the implications of assumptions about the model parameters' values. Structural sensitivity analysis explores the implications of the assumptions embodied in the structure of the model itself. These assumptions can show up in the choice of decision variables (which implicitly limit the range of choices under consideration), constraints (e.g., that production functions are linear), objectives (e.g., assuming the decision maker wants only to maximize profits and not to balance multiple objectives), or in the basic set up (e.g., assuming the decision maker is acting against nature not in a competitive or game-theoretic setting). Wallace (2000) gives an interesting example of their intersection by pointing out that serious errors can arise from failing to understand the structure or types of uncertainty about which inferences can be drawn from parametric sensitivity analysis of deterministic optimization models (and that many textbooks mislead students on this point).
I believe operations research/management science courses focus on parametric SA at the expense of structural SA, even though the most fundamental errors often come from ill-considered structural assumptions. Although parametric sensitivity analysis is familiar, the literature on structural sensitivity analysis and how to teach it is extremely thin. Discussions of "errors of the third kind" (i.e., solving the wrong problem) are useful points of departure (e.g., Clemen and Reilly, 2001 ), but I find it valuable to supplement with specific examples of published studies that "got it wrong". Since stonethrowers who live in glass houses should take aim at their own domicile first, I point out that comparing the cost-effectiveness of drug treatment and drug enforcement (e.g., in some ways makes less sense than comparing the costeffectiveness of drug treatment to other health interventions and drug enforcement to other criminal justice interventions. At least at the federal level, organizational and bureaucratic boundaries divide criminal justice budgets from health budgets, not drug budgets from other spending. This is a special case of the common problem of conducting a policy analysis from the perspective of an optimal social planner when no such planner exists.
Another favorite example comes from decision analysis. Feinstein (1990) purports to examine an athletic governing board's decision about whether to institute drug testing, but the model literally pertains to the decision to test a single athlete given that a testing policy is in place. This framing obscures important considerations such as positive or negative effects on the school's reputation and, hence, admissions and the possibility of deterrence. (At the individual level, the prior probability of using drugs is modeled as fixed and independent of the decision to test, but at the institution level instituting a testing program could affect rates of drug use.) It also encourages thinking about the possibility that the outcome will be a type I or type II error, whereas at the population level, it is almost certain that true and false positive and negative test results will be obtained, and the question is more properly thought of as pertaining to the relative numbers of each.
A famous example in business was American car manufacturer's focus on producing in batches to amortize fixed set up costs as directed by economicorder-quantity (EOQ) models while Toyota production systems (TPS) strove to drive the lot size down to one. The EOQ model overlooked waste reducing and quality enhancing benefits of the TPS approach (Ohno, 1988) . Maillart and Pollock (1999) offer a smaller but eloquently presented example pertaining to inspection and maintenance. They show that for their problem cost is highly robust to errors in the specification of the expected time to failure when the form of the failure distribution is correct, but accuracy in the parameter estimate cannot compensate for mistaking an exponential for a 2-Erlang distribution of vice versa.
I believe operations research/management science courses encourage a focus on parametric SA at the expense of structural SA, even though the most fundamental errors often come from ill-considered structural assumptions. Such a bias could arise for a variety of reasons including linear programming's central role in the history of operations research and in introductory textbooks. The simplex method is tailor-made for parametric sensitivity analysis. Indeed, some introductory OR textbooks teach sensitivity analysis as part of, or immediately following the chapter on the simplex method. In contrast, within linear programming it is hard to do structural sensitivity analysis beyond omitted variables and constraints because by definition linear programming admits only linear forms. Furthermore, the parametric sensitivity analysis methods associated with the simplex method are only useful for linear programming problems. They do not help with parametric sensitivity analysis of queuing or project management problems. Even the language used is implicitly constraining. We teach students how to do sensitivity analysis for variation in parameter values that is within "allowable ranges," as if one were not allowed to do sensitivity analysis outside those ranges when in reality it is the simplex-related methods, not the mandate to do sensitivity analysis, that are constrained.
Another problem is that sensitivity analysis is orthogonal to the flow of most introductory operations research texts and courses. The typical text has a sequence of chapters on particular methods: linear programming, goal programming, dynamic programming, queuing, simulation, etc. Sensitivity analysis is not another method in parallel with those topics. It is something that should be done when applying any of those methods.
A related issue is the affinity for thinking in terms of methods. There are methods for parametric sensitivity analysis. E.g., we can teach students the step-by-step procedure for creating a tornado diagram or spider plot (Eschenbach, 1992) . It is formulaic to list all of a model's parameters and systematically test the sensitivity with respect to variation in each, but there is no algorithm for doing structural sensitivity analysis. Generating a list of all factors omitted from a model is not a mechanical task. Nor can the same methods be used for each factor to determine whether its omission was consequential. I don't want to make parametric sensitivity analysis seem trivial or unimaginative, but merely wish to suggest that however much "art" there is in parametric SA, there is even more in structural SA. And it is natural for faculty, at least when facing large introductory classes, to be more comfortable teaching objective procedures than "art" and judgment.
Ironically, however, in some sense the need to teach structural sensitivity analysis is greatest in introductory courses, and may be increasing over time. If students were going to specialize on working within a few established problem types, repeatedly solving established models as the parameters change over time, parametric SA might be more important than structural SA. In the past, perhaps some operations research specialists working within large OR groups might have enjoyed such careers. In a world of rapid change, however, most professional masters students will spend more time worrying about how to model new systems and situations. In a static economy, structure may be constant, but static is a word rarely used to describe the environment today's students will be facing when they graduate.
Teaching structural sensitivity analysis is important, even and perhaps particularly in introductory courses, but it is not easy and I have no silver bullet solution. There may be something to be learned from other fields. Searching for "sensitivity analysis" in some academic databases yielded well over 1,000 articles, but no more than 5% were in operations research journals (with articles on decision analysis being the most common among the operations research articles). At a minimum, though, I hope these observations stimulate further discussions on this issue. 
Summary of Results
This note addresses how price changes associated with drug legalization would affect cocaine use in the US. The main substantive conclusion is that it is not possible to make precise predictions; there is no good way to upper bound the magnitude of the possible increase. The uncertainty stems not so much from uncertainty about how much prices would fall or how responsive consumption is to price changes around current prices (which can be measured empirically), but rather from lack of knowledge about the shape of the demand curve for prices below current and recent prices. Alternate plausible models of demand give wildly different predictions concerning legalization-induced consumption changes. Furthermore, there is little prospect for empirically determining the shape of the demand curve at lower prices without letting prices fall. Hence, at least at present, legalization would have to be viewed as a risky experiment in terms of its impact on consumption.
Overview of Problem
Drug legalization is a contentious topic. Some people approach it from a moral perspective (right to privacy vs. government's obligation to defend fundamental values), but many are "consequentialists" who focus on the likely benefits and costs. To reduce a complex debate to its bare essence, the principal appeal of legalization to consequentialists is that it could largely eliminate problems associated with black markets and drug control, including most drug-related violence, and the principal fear is that it would lead to large increases in use . Whether replacing our current drug control problem with a problem of greater use is a net gain depends critically on the question of how much consumption would increase if drugs were legalized (Goode, 1998) .
This note focuses on how legalization-induced price changes would affect consumption of cocaine, the most problematic illicit drug in the US today. Of course price is just one of many determinants of drug use , but the conclusion that precise predictions are not credible would be reinforced by including non-price considerations. If legalization's effect on consumption through prices alone is hard to pin down, the total effect is even more uncertain.
Two ingredients are needed to estimate how price changes will affect consumption: estimates of relevant parameters (the elasticity of demand and prices before and after the change) and a model of the demand curve. Although current prices are known fairly precisely, there is uncertainty about the price after legalization and the value of the elasticity of demand, so we carry through the calculations with low, base, and high estimates of those parameters. Likewise, there is not just one plausible model of demand. We perform the calculations with two models and contrast the results.
Parameter Estimates

The Price Elasticity of Demand
Four recent studies estimated the elasticity of demand for cocaine in the US. They use data on various subpopulations (See Table 1 .) and produce estimates between -0.72 and -2.0. We take those two values as our low and high estimates, respectively, and -1.3 as our base estimate. (-1.3 is the average of the midpoints of the studies' ranges of estimates.)
Cocaine Prices: Now and After Legalization
The current retail price of cocaine, denoted P c , is known with a reasonable degree of certainty. The ONDCP (1997) reports that in 1996 it was $93.95 per pure gram. We round that off to $100/gram and do not show sensitivity analyses with respect to this parameter because the results are relatively insensitive to it over plausible ranges.
The price after legalization, denoted P L , is less certain. One estimate comes from noting that kilograms of cocaine can be purchased in Colombia for $1,500 Caulkins (2000) for further discussion of likely postlegalization cocaine prices.)
Estimating Consumption After Legalization Using Two Models of Demand
To estimate how legalization-induced price changes would affect consumption, one needs a model of the demand for cocaine. What model is correct is not known. We carry through the calculations with two textbook models -a linear and a constant elasticity demand curve -to illustrate the implications of this uncertainty.
Linear Demand Curve
Suppose one believed the demand curve for cocaine were linear:
where Q = quantity consumed, P = price, and a and b are constants. The elasticity of demand for this demand curve, evaluated at the current price (P c ), is
The percentage change in consumption created by prices moving from P c to P L is Our point estimate of the percentage change in consumption is [($3 -$100) / $100] * (-1.3) = 126.1%, i.e., consumption would slightly more than double.
Varying the elasticity of demand and the price after legalization between their low, base, and high estimates generates estimates of consumption changes between 68% and 197%. (See Table 2 .) With a linear demand curve, uncertainty about the price after legalization has only limited effect on estimates of the change in consumption. Regardless of the specific estimate of price after legalization, the percentage change in price is always close to 100%. One might be tempted to conclude from Table  2 that legalization-induced price change would no more than triple consumption. Such confidence is unwarranted, however, as we will see next. 
Constant Elasticity of Demand Curve
In contrast, suppose the demand curve displayed a constant elasticity of demand, i.e., Then, if legalizing drugs changed prices from P c to P L , the percentage change in consumption relative to the base year would be
With the constant elasticity of demand model, our point estimate of the change in consumption is (0.03) -1.3 -1 = 9,400%, almost a 100-fold increase. Table 3 shows that varying estimates of η and P L between their low and high values generates estimates ranging between a six-and-a-half-fold increase and a 4,000-fold increase.
With the constant-elasticity model the consumption change is very sensitive to the estimate of the price after legalization because it is the ratio of the prices before and after, not the percentage difference in price, that determines the change in consumption. 
Comparison of Two Models' Predictions
With a linear model of the demand curve, there is a roughly 3:1 ratio between the highest and lowest estimates of legalization's effect on consumption. That range is large, but it does not swamp other uncertainties about the outcome of legalizing drugs. In contrast, switching to a constant elasticity model increased the base estimate by a factor of 75 (not StopLightChart.xls
Evidence Regarding the Two Models of Demand
There is some circumstantial evidence concerning the validity of the two demand models. First, all four elasticity studies mentioned above used a log-linear regression. I.e., they regressed the log of a measure of consumption on log of price, and took the coefficient of logged price as the basis for the elasticity estimate. That procedure makes sense if the demand curve has constant elasticity. If Q = α P η , then log Q = log α + η log P. If the demand curve were linear (Q = a + bP), then the consumption and price measures should not have been logged, and the coefficient estimated for price should have been multiplied by Q over P to get the elasticity of demand. The mere fact that the studies used log-log regression does not imply that the constant elasticity model is correct. All four studies could have suffered from misspecification error, but none report evidence of such error. just 75%), and the lowest estimate with the constant elasticity model is larger than the highest estimate with the linear model. Clearly sensitivity with respect to parameter values does not encompass the full range of uncertainty in that case.
The extreme sensitivity to the structural assumption concerning the demand curve, and the minimal sensitivity to estimates of the price after legalization, can be illustrated with a stoplight chart. Suppose one would favor legalization if use would no more than double and oppose legalization if use would increase by more than a factor of ten. As a point of reference, there were 3.1 million casual cocaine users and 3.6 million heavy cocaine users in the US in 1995. (ONDCP, 1997) Then the figure below shows the ranges of values of the two uncertain parameters for which one would favor (green), oppose (red), or be agnostic (yellow) concerning legalization with both a linear demand model (top figure) and a constant elasticity model (bottom figure) . Readers can experiment with different parameter ranges by downloading the spreadsheet that draws the stoplight chart. The file is available at http://ite.informs.org/vol1no3/Caulkins/ values of a / b for which the point elasticities remain between -0.72 to -2.0 over this price range. Any value of a / b that yields a plausible elasticity for today's prices yields an implausibly large value for prices that pertained in the early 1980's and vice versa. Likewise, there are no values of a / b that give arc elasticities that are within a factor of two when starting at the different initial prices listed in Table 1 .
Thus the linear model is questionable for prices between $134 and $874/gram, casting doubt on whether it is good model between $1.50 and $100/gram. The constant elasticity model is more plausible for prices between $134 and $874/gram, but most likely does not apply for the entire range between $1.50 and $100/gram. The consumption increases that would imply are not really plausible, at least not for elasticities of -1.3 or larger in absolute value.
In summary, we simply do not know what the right model of the demand curve is over the range of prices relevant for legalization. Nor can we expect to get much insight from historical analogies. Discussions of drug policy often look to Europe for evidence (Reuter, Falco, and MacCoun, 1993; MacCoun and Reuter, 1997) , but cocaine prices in Europe are as high or higher than they are in the US (Farrell, Mansur, and Tullis, 1996) . Cocaine prices in the US were lower in the early 1900's (even adjusting for inflation), but estimates of consumption are weak, estimates of changes in consumption are even weaker, and it would be hard to quantify and account for the substantial formal and informal controls that were in place even before the passing of the Harrison Anti-Narcotics Act in 1914 (Spillane, 1994) . That is, in short, an instance of the common but sometimes under-appreciated problem of decision makers needing projections based on extrapolation of relationships beyond the range for which data exist.
Conclusion
Estimates of the elasticity of demand for illicit drugs are enormously important. Among other things, they play a crucial role in determining the cost-effectiveness of drug control strategies that influence drug use by driving up price (e.g., Rydell, et al., 1996; . However, another debate to which the elasticity estimates are applied is that pertaining to legalization. Legalization would reduce the costs of using drugs, creating incentives for greater consumption. As puts it, we can choose between having a drug problem and having a drug control problem. Legalization would get rid of (most of) our drug control problems, including violence associated with black markets, but would likely lead to an increase in use. Estimating the magnitude of that increase is all important for determining whether legalization is a creative solution to a Gordian knot or a foolhardy idea whose primary value is providing intellectual entertainment for the chattering class.
This note shows that having a good estimate of the current price elasticity of demand is not enough to determine how legalization would affect use, even ignoring the many non-price effects. The price-induced change in consumption depends more heavily on the nature or shape of the demand curve over the entire range of relevant prices than it does on the elasticity near current prices. The evidence seems more consistent with a constant elasticity than a linear demand function and, hence, with legalization leading to a large increase in use. However, the evidence is circumstantial at best, and it is likely that some third, as of yet unspecified model of demand may be superior to either of those considered here. Unfortunately, there is little prospect for resolving that question empirically unless prices fall very substantially.
Hence legalization would be an experiment. Furthermore, in an important sense the experiment would be irreversible. If drugs were legalized and use went up dramatically, re-instituting prohibition would not restore current conditions. The increased use would create drug dependence. The dependence would not disappear when drugs were recriminalized, so a temporary legalization followed by reinstated prohibition could create a bigger black market and a bigger problem than before. So legalization would be a risky experiment, at least for cocaine in the US, and one should be skeptical of analysts who claim otherwise.
Part IIIa:
Case Assignment Concerning Legalization and Drug Use
Summary of Results
Drug legalization is a contentious topic. To reduce a complex debate to its bare essence, the principal appeal of legalization is that it could largely eliminate problems associated with black markets and drug control, including most drug-related violence. The principal fear is that it would lead to large increases in use. Whether replacing our current drug control problem with a problem of greater use is a net gain depends critically on the question of how much consumption would increase if drugs were legalized. Legalization would affect drug use through many factors, some tending to increase drug use, some tending to decrease it. The most important, however, would likely be the change in price.
By most measures, cocaine is the most problematic of the currently illicit drugs in the US. Imagine you have been hired by a senior national policy maker to predict how legalization-induced price changes would affect consumption of cocaine. What would you say? Prepare both a concise, bottom-line summary that the official can understand and a supporting technical report for the official's staff. Some background information that you might find useful follows.
(Assume for the sake of this assignment that your report will be kept strictly confidential. You do not need to censor the report to delete material that could be damaging to you or the client if it were leaked and "spun" by the media or political opponents.)
Background Information
Illicit cocaine currently retails in the US for about $100 per gram. (All prices are adjusted for purity, so you can ignore dilution.) The price after legalization is uncertain, but $3 per gram is a reasonable point estimate with values between $1.50 per gram and $6 per gram being quite plausible.
The function relating quantity consumed to price is called a "demand curve." Two simple models of the 98 demand curve used in textbook examples are a linear demand curve:
where Q = quantity consumed, P = price, and a and b are constants, and a constant elasticity demand curve:
where α and η are constants. The true form of the demand curve for illicit drugs is not known, particularly for prices below current levels. (In recent decades prices in the US have been at least as high as $100 per gram. Indeed, in real terms they fell by 75% during the 1980s and have drifted down further in the 1990s.)
Economists summarize how responsive consumption is to price changes with a parameter known as the "price elasticity of demand," often denoted by the symbol . The elasticity of demand is the percent change in consumption associated with a one percent increase in price or, more formally, η = dQ / dP * (P / Q).
Several studies have estimated the elasticity of demand for cocaine in the US using historical data, producing estimates that range between -0.72 and -2.0 with -1.3 being representative of their central tendency.
Part IIIb:
Summary of Results
Drug legalization is a contentious topic (see, e.g., Trebach and Inciardi, 1993) . To reduce a complex debate to its bare essence, the principal appeal of legalization is that it could largely eliminate problems associated with black markets and drug control, including most drug-related violence. The principal fear is that it would lead to large increases in use . Whether replacing our current drug control problem with a problem of greater use is a net gain depends critically on the question of how much consumption would increase if drugs were legalized (Goode, 1998, among others) . Legalization would affect drug use through many factors, some tending to increase drug use, some tending to decrease it . The most important, however, would likely be the change in price.
By most measures, cocaine is the most problematic of the currently illicit drugs in the US. Imagine you have been hired by a senior national policy maker to predict how legalization-induced price changes would affect consumption of cocaine. What would you say? Prepare both a concise, bottom-line summary that the official can understand and a supporting technical report for the official's staff. Some background information that you might find useful follows. (Assume for the sake of this assignment that your report will be kept strictly confidential. You do not need to censor the report to delete material that could be damaging to you or the client if it were leaked and "spun" by the media or political opponents.)
Background Information
Illicit cocaine currently retails in the US for about $100 per gram (ONDCP, 1998) . (All prices are adjusted for purity, so you can ignore dilution.) The price after legalization is uncertain, but $3 per gram is a reasonable point estimate with values between $1.50 per gram and $6 per gram being quite plausible .
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The function relating quantity consumed to price is called a "demand curve." Two simple models of the demand curve used in textbook examples are a linear demand curve:
where α and η are constants. The true form of the demand curve for illicit drugs is not known, particularly for prices below current levels. (In recent decades prices in the US have been at least as high as $100 per gram. Indeed, in real terms they fell by 75% during the 1980s and have drifted down further in the 1990s. Economists summarize how responsive consumption is to price changes with a parameter known as the "price elasticity of demand," often denoted by the symbol . The elasticity of demand is the percent change in consumption associated with a one percent increase in price or, more formally, η = dQ / dP * (P / Q).
